HUMAN RIGHTS GRANTMAKING

PRINCIPLES

POWER SHARING  ACCOUNTABILITY  COLLECTIVE CARE  COMMUNITY DRIVEN  EQUITY  ADAPTABILITY AND LEARNING

Principles Project Workshop 1. Illustrated by Marina Roa from SenseTribe
Common Principles

Iterative Process

Comes from a long process

Surveys and discussions

Town Hall feedback
Principles are key to my work.

Why am I here?

Movement work participatory grant making.

Transform power dynamics.

Learn how to internalize principles.
WHAT RESONATES MOST WITH YOU?
Collective care is the hardest to deliver.
WHO is listened to when it comes to calls for accountability?
PARTICIPATION is KEY for marginalized groups. It needs to be CLEARLY INCLUDED in the principles & decision process.
How to create impact in complex contexts?
How do we quantify how much power complex organizations want to shift?
PRINCIPLES will help to SHIFT POWER

Principles Project Workshop 1. Illustrated by Marina Roa from SenseTribe
Are there ways we can help each other to be Accountable as Peers?
We need to **SHARE** when **THINGS GO BADLY**, not only when they go well.
THINK & ACT

intersectorially
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Funder Organizations Engage and Inform About Their Strategy
honest feedback

without power dynamics = anonymous surveys

solution